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Reuters live news stream

Discord has most of the PC gaming features of any VoIP application. This includes the ability to stream your game live through discord server voice channels. Here's how to set up your flow with just a few clicks. How to go live with discord only the desktop client windows discord is able to stream. You'll need to use the desktop or Chrome browser client to watch Discord streams. First, open Discord and
type the server where you want to stream, then open the game you want to stream. If the game is already recognized by Discord, click the Go Live button in the lower left corner near your username and avatar. From the Go Live menu, select Change if Discord doesn't automatically recognize the game you want to stream. Check the voice channel for what you want to stream and click Go Live. Once your
stream is working, Discord will display a smaller view of the stream in the Discord window. Hover over this stream and click the cog icon to access the Flow Settings menu. Here, you can change the quality and frame rate of your flow. If you want to stream with 60 FPS and 1080 or better flow quality, you'll need to sign up for Discord Nitro, the premium paid service of the service. It costs $9.99 a month. How
to add a game to the live discord go If the game you want to stream is not automatically giving access to the Go Live icon, you can add the game manually. Start by opening the Settings menu with a click on the gear icon in the lower left corner. Open the Game Activity tab on the left and click Add it. Select your game and go back to the server and click the Go Live button as above. How to make Screen
Share with Discord To share non-gaming apps or your entire screen, join the voice channel of any server and click the Go Live button. Select the Apps or Screens tabs and click one of the options you can go through. Press the Go Live button when you're ready to share this app or a full screen with the channel. How to watch a stream of discord If someone is broadcasting in Discord, you'll see a red Live
icon next to your name on the voice channel. To watch your discord stream, hover over the name and click Join the Stream. Discord's easy integration with Twitch, the leading game streaming platform, suggests that Discord has no interest in competing as a streaming platform. However, in response to COVID-19 outages, Discord temporarily increased the Go Live limit from 10 people to 50, making this
solution perfect for smaller communities and streamers. YouTube is expanding its video offerings by launching a live streaming service to complement its catalog of recorded videos. Executives at the end of last week took the wraps off YouTube that integrates live streaming capabilities on the YouTube platform. YouTube has also launched a new page where users can go to find live event ads. Monday
afternoon, viewers could watch live matches of Indian Premier League Cricket and a lecture from Stanford University on the tobacco industry on global health. At this point, not anyone can stream live video on the site. The company discovered this with a select list of partners. However, YouTube expects to increase this list in the coming months. We will also gradually begin rolling out our live streaming
beta platform, which will allow certain YouTube partners with good-standing accounts to stream live content on YouTube, wrote Joshua Siegel, YouTube's product manager, and Christopher Hamilton, product marketing manager, in a blog post. The goal is to provide thousands of partners with the ability to stream live from their channels in the coming months. Last week, reports surfaced that YouTube is in
the midst of a review of the site. The video-sharing site is trying to position itself to better address the era of Internet-connected television, according to a report in The Wall Street Journal, citing people familiar with the matter. YouTube is rearranging its homepage around channels, or topics such as sports and the arts. The Journal also reported that the site is working to include about 20 premium channels
that would show five to 10 hours of original programming produced professionally each week. A source close to Google told Computerworld that YouTube is working on changes to the site, but the company is not planning a major overhaul. Instead, the changes are expected to be implemented over months or even next year. You won't wake up overnight and see a new YouTube, the source said. Sharon
Gaudin covers the Internet and Web 2.0, emerging technologies and desktop and laptop chips for Computerworld. Follow Sharon on Twitter on @sgaudin or subscribe to Sharon's RSS feed. Her e-mail address is sgaudin@computerworld.com. Read more about web 2.0 and web applications in Computerworld's Web 2.0 and web apps topic center. This story, YouTube Unveils Live Streaming Service was
originally published by Computerworld. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Livestreaming on platforms like Twitch, YouTube and Facebook is a fun and exciting way to make your voice heard (and earn some money along the way). One of the most important aspects of a livestream is a camera.
Whether you're adding a camera, webcam, or smartphone, your streaming setup will be more professional, regardless of the camera type. When choosing a camera, it can be difficult to select which one is the best, so this guide will help you narrow down the options. Microsoft LifeCam HD-3000 ($47.99) The first in line is Microsoft LifeCam. This is a perfect camera for a stream that is just beginning. The
video quality is decent for the price, but this shines with its audio quality. A great aspect of this camera is the fact that it has the largest built-in microphone that provides clear quality sound for many studio conditions. Our least favorite favorite part this webcam is the fact that it can only record 720p quality at 30 FPS (frames per second) instead of the industry standard of 720p to 60 FPS. Overall, though, it's
a fantastic budget choice. Logitech HD Webcam C615 ($35.58) This webcam is ideal for someone who is just starting their streaming career. It is the cheapest on the list and provides everything you need to start streaming. The best part of this camera is the price and the fact that it can record at 1080p at 30 FPS (frames per second) and 720p at 60 FPS with an 8 megapixel camera. It also has 360 degree
adjustment options. The worst part of this camera is the fact that it can't record at 1080p at 60 FPS. If you're just getting started, this is definitely your best bet. Logitech C920 ($63.39) This camera is a perfect option for anyone, as the Logitech C920 balances performance and budget. This 'Full HD Glass Lens' webcam records 1080p video at 30 FPS and 720p at 60 FPS. Unlike most webcams, this camera
also offers a stereo microphone instead of a standard mono input microphone that creates better sound. The only downside of this webcam is the fact that it can't record 1080p quality video at 60 FPS like logitech brio (which is about $100 more). Overall, this is one of the best webcams on the market. Logitech C922 ($78.00) With logitech C922 $15 more than its C920 counterpart, it's the next step to a
higher quality flow. The main advantage for the C922 is the fact that autofocus is of professional quality and adjusts for changes in the environment. This camera can record video from 720p to 60 FPS and comes with a tripod! Although the focus is better, the exposure (how light or dark the image is) seems to have some problems. Even though it's a sharp image, the default exposure settings make the
image a little dark. When it comes to this, this is a fantastic camera to use in well-lit studios. Logitech Brio ($159.99) Brio is marketed primarily for work conferences, but can record perfectly well for live streams. One of the best features of this webcam is that it can record in 4K video quality up to 30 FPS and can record quality from 1080p to 60 FPS. It also has a 5x digital zoom and facial recognition! The
main disadvantage of this camera is that the bandwidth required to transmit in 4K quality is greater than the average home limits. If you have the extra money to play for your camera, this is definitely an option for you. Several websites on the Internet provide platforms for streaming live video. This simply means that you can share what is happening in your world, connect with others and even watch other
live videos. To stream videos, certain hardware, network, and software requirements must be met. Although the requirements vary with different streaming sites, there are that can improve live streaming. A network connection is required to stream live videos over the Internet. Live video streaming is a network-intensive process, so fast broadband is fast improves live streaming. How fast or slow the
minimum connection speed should be depends a lot on the site with which you want to stream live videos. For example, a site like Livestream requires a connection speed of at least 700Kbps to stream videos in regular quality, while a video streaming site like Ustream requires a connection speed of at least 600Kbps to stream low-quality video and 2MB or higher for high-definition video. The faster the
network connection, the clearer the live videos will be. In addition, faster network connections decrease the chances of buffering, frequent downtime and loading issues that decrease streaming quality. A webcam is the essence of live video streaming. Whether you're using a built-in webcam or an external camera connected to your computer, you need a camera to project live video streams such as
podcasts. Video streaming involves live action captured by a camera. Whether you're using a standard definition camera or a high-definition camera for high-quality broadcasts, your camera should be working to stream live videos. Hardware requirements vary greatly with different video streaming sites. For example, Ustream, one of the most common video streaming sites, requires at least 2GB of RAM. It
also requires a 2.3 GHz, dual-core, 32-bit or 64-bit processor to stream live videos using a webcam. Livestream requires at least 4GB of RAM, and a Pentium Core 2 Duo, 2 GHz processor or higher to stream live videos. Some video streaming sites may support certain operating systems. To decrease the chances of getting along with streaming issues, see the streaming requirements for a streaming site to
see if your computer meets the requirements or not. Adobe Flash Player is the plug-in subscription of several websites, including using Livestream to stream live streams. The plug-in is compatible with most browsers, including Internet Explorer, Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox. If you're using an outdated version of Adobe Flash Player, you can download the latest version from the Adobe website (see
Features). Streaming live videos on the web using sites such as Justin TV, Livestream or Ustream requires an updated browser. An updated browser works with vital plug-ins, such as Adobe Flash Player, to stream videos correctly. Each video streaming site supports different browsers; however, most are generally compatible with common browsers such as Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Safari, and
Mozilla Firefox. Most of the time, the website you are using to stream live video will indicate which browsers it supports, so see the system requirements for browser compatibility. Compatibility.
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